Hulcher Services’ Caterpillar® telehandler is a key component of our transfer / load adjustment service line.

One of the most flexible pieces of equipment in our inventory, the telehandler has a telescopic boom that extends forward and upward from the vehicle. With a lift height up to 40 feet and a load capacity of up to 10,000 pounds the telehandler can move materials in larger amounts and higher up than standard forklifts. The telehandler employs independent “crab” steering for its front and back wheels, giving it a small radius to work in tight spaces.

The strength and flexibility of the telehandler make it the right choice for a wide range of duties.

- The telehandler with scoop attachment works with a conveyor to support load reductions and adjustments of materials like grain or rocks.
- The man basket attachment lets the telehandler serve as a lift for workers to perform work like tie-down or vegetation control projects.
- The telehandler’s forks can be used to pick up palletized product or bulk materials for load adjustments or transfers.

The telehandler can be used for a variety of other services; in some instances, it is even used to lift forklifts into semi trailers or train cars for transfer or derailment clean-up work.

With flexibility and power, the telehandler provides superior capabilities for railroads, grain facilities and intermodal operations.